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Why MyView?

„Because your view sucks!“

- No personalisation
- No interaction
- No search
- Single view

- Dr. Gregor Miller
The current approach
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Guidelines

- Transitions between personal and group work
- Shared access to digital objects
- Simultaneous user actions
- Transition between tabletop and external work
- Appropriate arrangement of users

taken from: System Guidelines for Co-located, Collaborative Work on a Tabletop Display by Scott et al. (ECSCW’03)
In the end...

- Running application with gesture commands
- Time was short, no evaluation performed

My project thesis is the description of the system.
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5. Questions?

Corresponding URLs

http://magic.ubc.ca/
http://hct.ece.ubc.ca/research/myview/index.html
http://NUIGroup.com

Thank you.